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0 of 0 review helpful Pretty good reading By Amyred I have to admit that this book was a free Kindle edition and I 
finally got around to reading it I was pleasantly surprised Good book interesting and a diversion from most of the stuff 
available Oh and no swearing I didn t know this was a Christian themed book As a non Christian I found it to be a 
little heavy on the Scriptures but that s OK Lauren Holbrook has found her life s calling matchmaking for the 
romantically challenged And with the eclectic cast of characters in her world there s tons of potential to play connect 
the friends Lauren sets out to introduce Nick her carefree singles pastor to Ruby her neurotic coworker who plans 
every second of every day What could possibly go wrong Just about everything From the Back Cover Lauren 
Holbrook has found her life s calling matchmaking for the romantically challenged And with the eclectic cast of 
characters in her world there s tons of potential to play connect the friends Inspired by the recent success of 
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